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With their promises as well as perils, AI and robotics have entered the more intimate domains
With their promises as well as perils, AI and robotics have entered the more intimate domains
of human–machine relationship and a highly sensitive cultural territory, now challenging the most
of human–machine relationship and a highly sensitive cultural territory, now challenging the most
primal and elemental aspects of human existence. Granted sex-tech is not new—e-commerce owes
primal and elemental aspects of human existence. Granted sex-tech is not new—e-commerce owes
much of its early existence to pornography—however, the latest wave of technologies pushes this
much of its early existence to pornography—however, the latest wave of technologies pushes this part
part of human experience to yet another edge, sparking huge controversy as one can imagine. Those
of human experience to yet another edge, sparking huge controversy as one can imagine. Those in
in favor of ‘technosexuality’ see potential benefits for ordinary couples (e.g., helping them enact
favor of ‘technosexuality’ see potential benefits for ordinary couples (e.g., helping them enact fantasies,
fantasies, adding spice, working through differences that might otherwise cause them to separate,
adding spice, working through differences that might otherwise cause them to separate, and allowing
and allowing the partner with higher libido to enjoy a fulfilling sex life without straying) (Kerner
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Figure 2. Raoux, Jean. Pygmalion Adoring His Statue. (Raoux 1717). Musée Fabre, Montpellier. Public
Figure 2. Raoux, Jean. Pygmalion Adoring His Statue. (Raoux 1717). Musée Fabre, Montpellier. Public domain.
domain.
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Reporting on arguments by and interview of Dr. Kathleen Richardson. Some of the points listed here can also be found in
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Richardson’s own writing (The Asymmetrical ‘Relationship’: Parallels Between Prostitution and the Development of Sex
Robots. SIGCAS Computers & Society | September 2015 | Vol. 45 | No. 3 290-293. https://campaignagainstsexrobots.org/
the-asymmetrical-relationship-parallels-between-prostitution-and-the-development-of-sex-robots/).
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also be found in Richardson’s own writing (The Asymmetrical ‘Relationship’: Parallels Between Prostitution
and the Development of Sex Robots. SIGCAS Computers & Society | September 2015 | Vol. 45 | No. 3 290293. https://campaignagainstsexrobots.org/the-asymmetrical-relationship-parallels-between-prostitutionand-the-development-of-sex-robots/).
Wikipedia. Pygmalion (mythology): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pygmalion_(mythology).
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Abyss Creations’ founder and owner Matt McMullen, an artist and designer, began making the
RealDoll out of obsession for sculpting the female body. Unlike Pygmalion’s love tale, McMullen’s is
an unfolding entrepreneurial story in a lucrative yet highly controversial industry, serving his eager
customers as a commercial Pygmalion. And instead of Aphrodite, these customers are counting on
artificial intelligence to imbue their man-made companions with the magic of life.
As if to further prove that the ‘bots are not just about sex or pornography, a Chinese AI-engineer,
giving up on finding a human spouse after years of search, built himself a “wifebot” and had a simple
wedding with his “bride” in front of his mother and friends on 31 March 2017 (Macdonald 2017).
Zheng Jiajia and “Yingying” probably cannot obtain a marriage certificate from the authorities yet;
however, sex robot expert David Levy, author of Love and Sex with Robots (2007), had predicted that
human–robot marriages would be legal by 2050.
At the same time, human–human marriage rates are declining in almost all OECD countries
(OECD Family Database 2016); and assisted reproductive technology is becoming increasingly routine,
enabling procreation with or without a marital or even sexual partner.
While the trinity of “marriage, sex and co-parenting” will continue to dominate for a long
time to come, these developments are portending new alternatives, with potentially profound social
consequences. They undoubtedly raise big, challenging questions about human destiny, and Man’s
own hand in it. They also provide a new context for the examination, expression, celebration,
and contemplation of human sexuality, from multiple points of view.
Understanding where we came from helps illuminate where we are going. Although prompted
by the emergence of sexbots, the purpose of this special issue is to stimulate much broader (and deeper)
inquisition and renewed understanding of sex, sexuality, and human relationships, as well as reflections
on what the sexbot phenomenon is forcing us to confront on scientific, cultural, social, and ethical levels.
Through the prism of art, Essinova Journal’s virtual “gallery” on the subject visually exemplifies
the spirit and scope of this Special Issue3 . From ancient mythology to virtual reality, from feminism to
sexology, from Kama Sutra to ex machina, from neuroscience and reproductive biology to behavioral
psychology and cultural anthropology . . . we welcome papers, reviews, images, artworks, essays, etc.
from wide-ranging fields and perspectives on the subject of human sexuality and intimacy.
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